The innovation procurement CircularPSP develops and tests systemic CE-solutions enabling cities to apply circular practice more quickly, widely and effectively. Specialised & curated AI, personalized Workflows, Upskilling and Networking empowers users with/out prior experience to find, use and assess case studies, circular wisdom and drive measurable impact. Features run on a Platform adopted for each city.

Follower Network, proposition and timing

- **Pre-Tender Phase**
  - Event: 7.12.23 14 CET
  - Introduction into the Common Challenge and expected solutions
  - Overview over the CE Taxonomy on terminology and data sources

- **R&D - Phase I**
  - Event: June ‘24
  - Presentation of CE-solution concepts and five winning Suppliers
  - Insights into procurement clauses for AI

- **R&D - Phase II**
  - Event: December ‘24
  - First demos of AI from the remaining three Suppliers
  - Update of CE Taxonomy and invitation to Policy Paper

- **Test - Phase III**
  - Event: June + Dec ‘25
  - Get access and tutorial to test two AIs and hosting platforms
  - Discuss with suppliers on terms and conditions

- **Final Event**
  - Event: May ‘26
  - Final event and sustainability of the platform
  - CE Taxonomy Policy Paper

- **Anytime**
  - Share information or event across network via CircularPSP
  - Organise bilateral meeting to discuss CE transition challenges

**Become a Follower** in 1 minute!

- No commitment. No fees. Open to any organisation.
- Express your interest via e-mail to follower@circularpsp.eu
- You will receive updates and invites to our virtual events.

https://circularpsp.eu